How is climate change affecting the advance of spring?

**What The Science Says:**
A synthesis of nearly 400,000 first flowering records covering 405 species across the UK found that British plants are flowering earlier now than at any time in the last 250 years.

**Climate Myth: Springs aren't advancing**
'While there are numerous studies that indicate that spring has advanced, there is a recent satellite based study that indicates no consistent trends in the start of spring in North America.' (Indur M. Goklany)

Climate change is being recognized as one of the most influential drivers of changes in biodiversity. This is particularly evident in the field of phenology, which looks at how climatic changes affecting timing of events in the natural world. Changes in the timing of one part of the ecosystem can have a ripple effect, disrupting other areas. For example, a change in timing of plant flowering can disrupt the creatures that pollinate them. Similarly, changes in timing of plant or insect behaviour can affect the birds that use them as food supplies. New research has been published stitching together nearly 400,000 first flowering records covering 405 species across the UK (Amano et al 2010). They've found that British plants are flowering earlier now than at any time in the last 250 years.

There's a strong correlation between temperature and the date when flowers first open each year. Consequently, much information can be gleaned from looking at flowering dates in the past. Since the mid-1700s, sightings have been made by full-time biologists and part-time enthusiasts. Systematic recording of flowering times began in the UK in 1875 by the Royal Meteorological Society. However, many sets of records are short-term, fragmented or focus on just one species. Amano 2010 developed a technique for blending fragmented records in a way that takes into account where the records came from, what length of time they cover and the differences between the flowering times of different species. This enabled them to develop a kind of nationwide, year-long, species-wide average.
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*Figure 1: Average (red line) and 95% uncertainty range (grey area) of the estimated first*
flowering index index (day of the year). The black line indicates the average for every 25 years and the dotted line for the most recent 25 years (Amano 2010).

There’s been a clear advance in the time of first flowering in recent decades. The average first flowering date has been earlier in the last 25 years than in any other period since 1760. The next step in this research is to see whether the same techniques can be employed on a larger scale, to give a regional or global picture of nature's response to temperature change.

Intermediate rebuttal written by John Cook

**Update July 2015:**

Here is a related lecture-video from [Denial101x - Making Sense of Climate Science Denial](http://www.denial101x.com)
Skeptical Science explains the science of global warming and examines climate misinformation through the lens of peer-reviewed research. The website won the Australian Museum 2011 Eureka Prize for the Advancement of Climate Change Knowledge. Members of the Skeptical Science team have authored peer-reviewed papers, a college textbook on climate change and the book *Climate Change Denial: Heads in the Sand*. Skeptical Science content has been used in university courses, textbooks, government reports on climate change, television documentaries and numerous books.

The [Skeptical Science](http://skepticalscience.com) website by Skeptical Science is licensed under a Creative Commons [Attribution 3.0 Unported License](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).